
Garages and Service Stations 
 

PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT 
DESCRIPTION SIZE 

200000-003000 

AIR FRESHENERS - ONE SQUIRT 
concentrated air fresheners available in 4 oz. sprays to 23-L pails. One squirt will last for a few 
days. Available in Jasmine, Sandal wood, Lemon Fresh, Irish Spring, Welcome, Mountain, 
Heather, Green Apple, etc. 

4x4 

200000-016000 

AIR FRESHENERS - ONE SQUIRT 
concentrated air fresheners available in 4 oz. sprays to 23-L pails. One squirt will last for a few 
days. Available in Jasmine, Sandal wood, Lemon Fresh, Irish Spring, Welcome, Mountain, 
Heather, Green Apple, etc. 

23 

20000-0230000 

AIR FRESHENERS - ONE SQUIRT 
concentrated air fresheners available in 4 oz. sprays to 23-L pails. One squirt will last for a few 
days. Available in Jasmine, Sandal wood, Lemon Fresh, Irish Spring, Welcome, Mountain, 
Heather, Green Apple, etc. 

210 

200952-016000 
TRANSCLEAN 
Excellent detergent for spot free and streak free cleaning. Apply product at a 2-4% level from 
bottom up. allow a few minutes and wash. Scrubbing may be required. 

4x4 

200952-023000 
TRANSCLEAN 
Excellent detergent for spot free and streak free cleaning. Apply product at a 2-4% level from 
bottom up. allow a few minutes and wash. Scrubbing may be required. 

23 

200952-210000 
TRANSCLEAN 
Excellent detergent for spot free and streak free cleaning. Apply product at a 2-4% level from 
bottom up. allow a few minutes and wash. Scrubbing may be required. 

210 

200936-016000 
CAR WASH SOAP - SOFT SOAP 
A very mild soap for washing cars, very friendly on exotic. paint jobs .Very high foaming and easy 
rinsing. 

4x4 

200936-023000 
CAR WASH SOAP - SOFT SOAP 
A very mild soap for washing cars, very friendly on exotic. paint jobs .Very high foaming and easy 
rinsing. 

23 

200936-210000 
CAR WASH SOAP - SOFT SOAP 
A very mild soap for washing cars, very friendly on exotic. paint jobs .Very high foaming and easy 
rinsing. 

210 

200606-016000 CAR WASH and WAX SOAP 
A mild soap for washing and easy drying 4x4 

200606-023000 CAR WASH and WAX SOAP 
A mild soap for washing and easy drying 23 

200606-210000 CAR WASH and WAX SOAP 
A mild soap for washing and easy drying 210 

200161-016000 
CARPET SHAMPOO -DRY FOAM 
A very high foaming mild shampoo for interior upholstery cleaning, mildly scented. The foam 
dries to a fine powder which can be vacuumed off. 

4x4 



200161-023000 
CARPET SHAMPOO -DRY FOAM 
A very high foaming mild shampoo for interior upholstery cleaning, mildly scented. The foam 
dries to a fine powder which can be vacuumed off. 

23 

200161-210000 
CARPET SHAMPOO -DRY FOAM 
A very high foaming mild shampoo for interior upholstery cleaning, mildly scented. The foam 
dries to a fine powder which can be vacuumed off. 

210 

200000-016000 CARPET PROTECTOR 
A 3M product, protects upholstery from spills and stains. Spray and allow to dry. 4x4 

200000-020000 CARPET PROTECTOR 
A 3M product, protects upholstery from spills and stains. Spray and allow to dry. 23 

200205-016000 DECAL REMOVER 
Removes decals and labels instantaneously, apply and peel off after five minutes 4x4 

200205-023000 DECAL REMOVER 
Removes decals and labels instantaneously, apply and peel off after five minutes 23 

200205-210000 DECAL REMOVER 
Removes decals and labels instantaneously, apply and peel off after five minutes 210 

200222-016000 ENGINE SHAMPOO SOLVENT -ENGINE SHAMPOO 
A water soluble solvent for shampooing, spray as is, allow a few minutes and pressure wash. 4x4 

200222-023000 ENGINE SHAMPOO SOLVENT -ENGINE SHAMPOO 
A water soluble solvent for shampooing, spray as is, allow a few minutes and pressure wash. 23 

200222-210000 ENGINE SHAMPOO SOLVENT -ENGINE SHAMPOO 
A water soluble solvent for shampooing, spray as is, allow a few minutes and pressure wash. 210 

200772-016000 ENGINE CLEAR COAT OR ENGINE SHINE 
Shampoo engine, allow to dry, spray uniformly, gives excellent gloss. 4x4 

200772-023000 ENGINE CLEAR COAT OR ENGINE SHINE 
Shampoo engine, allow to dry, spray uniformly, gives excellent gloss. 23 

200772-210000 ENGINE CLEAR COAT OR ENGINE SHINE 
Shampoo engine, allow to dry, spray uniformly, gives excellent gloss. 210 

200120-016000 
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER 
A water based product for engine shampooing. Avoid spraying painted areas, allow a few 
minutes and pressure rinse. Environmentally friendly and relatively easily bio-degradable. 

4x4 

200120-023000 
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER 
A water based product for engine shampooing. Avoid spraying painted areas, allow a few 
minutes and pressure rinse. Environmentally friendly and relatively easily bio-degradable. 

23 

200120-210000 
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER 
A water based product for engine shampooing. Avoid spraying painted areas, allow a few 
minutes and pressure rinse. Environmentally friendly and relatively easily bio-degradable. 

210 

200143-025000 

GARAGE FLOOR CLEANER - FORMULA T99 
An excellent gritty, yet easily water soluble powder for cleaning greasy and oily floors. Just wet 
the surface, sprinkle the powder, scrub and rinse. It cleans, rinses and leaves the floor streak and 
white spots free. Pine scented to deodorize. 

4x4 



200143-050000 

GARAGE FLOOR CLEANER - FORMULA T99 
An excellent gritty, yet easily water soluble powder for cleaning greasy and oily floors. Just wet 
the surface, sprinkle the powder, scrub and rinse. It cleans, rinses and leaves the floor streak and 
white spots free. Pine scented to deodorize. 

23 

200143-200000 

GARAGE FLOOR CLEANER - FORMULA T99 
An excellent gritty, yet easily water soluble powder for cleaning greasy and oily floors. Just wet 
the surface, sprinkle the powder, scrub and rinse. It cleans, rinses and leaves the floor streak and 
white spots free. Pine scented to deodorize. 

210 

200615-016000 GLASS CLEANER - LIQUID - GLASSMATE 
A streak-free, fast drying, residue free ready to use cleaner for glass and other smooth Surfaces. 4x4 

200615-023000 GLASS CLEANER - LIQUID - GLASSMATE 
A streak-free, fast drying, residue free ready to use cleaner for glass and other smooth Surfaces. 23 

200615-210000 GLASS CLEANER - LIQUID - GLASSMATE 
A streak-free, fast drying, residue free ready to use cleaner for glass and other smooth Surfaces. 210 

200967-016000 

HAND CLEANER - LIQUID - GREASEOFF 
An excellent and mild on skin hand soap to replace all solvent based waterless hand cleaners. 
Regular waterless hand cleaners are made from solvents which are very toxic. Usual ingredient in 
a waterless hand cleaner is Kerosene. Our hand soap is made from 

4x4 

200967-023000 

HAND CLEANER - LIQUID - GREASEOFF 
An excellent and mild on skin hand soap to replace all solvent based waterless hand cleaners. 
Regular waterless hand cleaners are made from solvents which are very toxic. Usual ingredient in 
a waterless hand cleaner is Kerosene. Our hand soap is made from 

23 

200967-210000 

HAND CLEANER - LIQUID - GREASEOFF 
An excellent and mild on skin hand soap to replace all solvent based waterless hand cleaners. 
Regular waterless hand cleaners are made from solvents which are very toxic. Usual ingredient in 
a waterless hand cleaner is Kerosene. Our hand soap is made from 

210 

200308-016000 
HAND CLEANER - POWDER - BORAX 
borax based hand cleaner does not contain abrasives or fillers. 100% active. Cuts through grease, 
oil and dirt as effective as a hand cleaner with grit. Protects your hand with safe products. 

4x4 

200308-025000 
HAND CLEANER - POWDER - BORAX 
borax based hand cleaner does not contain abrasives or fillers. 100% active. Cuts through grease, 
oil and dirt as effective as a hand cleaner with grit. Protects your hand with safe products. 

23 

200308-200000 
HAND CLEANER - POWDER - BORAX 
borax based hand cleaner does not contain abrasives or fillers. 100% active. Cuts through grease, 
oil and dirt as effective as a hand cleaner with grit. Protects your hand with safe products. 

210 

200972-016000 

AUTO POLISH EMULAN 
An excellent cleaner for removing oxidation and restore paint finish. To use wash vehicle 
thoroughly and dry with a cloth. Apply to a small area at a time, using terry cloth towel, apply 
product with one towel and buff with another. Do not use on hot surf 

4x4 

200972-020000 

AUTO POLISH EMULAN 
An excellent cleaner for removing oxidation and restore paint finish. To use wash vehicle 
thoroughly and dry with a cloth. Apply to a small area at a time, using terry cloth towel, apply 
product with one towel and buff with another. Do not use on hot surf 

23 

200162-016000 DETOSOL DEWAXER 
This is for the conventional type shipping wax put on mostly by American and European car 4x4 



manufactures. Follow the instructions given on the table. The most effective way to determine 
the type of wax is to lightly scratch the surface and if it is soft use 

200162-023000 

DETOSOL DEWAXER 
This is for the conventional type shipping wax put on mostly by American and European car 
manufactures. Follow the instructions given on the table. The most effective way to determine 
the type of wax is to lightly scratch the surface and if it is soft use 

23 

200162-210000 

DETOSOL DEWAXER 
This is for the conventional type shipping wax put on mostly by American and European car 
manufactures. Follow the instructions given on the table. The most effective way to determine 
the type of wax is to lightly scratch the surface and if it is soft use 

210 

200108-016000 
PROTECTIVE COAT REMOVER - PCR 
his products removes the Japanese type of shipping wax, which is a polymer type. It is hard and 
can only be removed by water based stripper. Follow the instructions given on label. 

4x4 

200108-023000 
PROTECTIVE COAT REMOVER - PCR 
his products removes the Japanese type of shipping wax, which is a polymer type. It is hard and 
can only be removed by water based stripper. Follow the instructions given on label. 

23 

200108-210000 
PROTECTIVE COAT REMOVER - PCR 
his products removes the Japanese type of shipping wax, which is a polymer type. It is hard and 
can only be removed by water based stripper. Follow the instructions given on label. 

210 

200412-025000 

Transmission cleaner powder T125 
This is a low foaming powder for use in typhoon and other recirculating type parts cleaner 
Machines. These are usually called transmission parts cleaner powder, recirculating cleaner 
powder. This is relatively environmentally safe. Cut through built up ca 

4x4 

200412-050000 

Transmission cleaner powder T125 
This is a low foaming powder for use in typhoon and other recirculating type parts cleaner 
Machines. These are usually called transmission parts cleaner powder, recirculating cleaner 
powder. This is relatively environmentally safe. Cut through built up ca 

23 

200412-200000 

Transmission cleaner powder T125 
This is a low foaming powder for use in typhoon and other recirculating type parts cleaner 
Machines. These are usually called transmission parts cleaner powder, recirculating cleaner 
powder. This is relatively environmentally safe. Cut through built up ca 

210 

200909-016000 
TIRE DRESSING ( Clear cherry )-TIRESHINE 
A fast drying high gloss polymer liquid for enhancing the beauty of tires and the rubber related 
parts. Apply as a spray and allow to dry. May be wiped on to improve uniformity. 

4x4 

200909-020000 
TIRE DRESSING ( Clear cherry )-TIRESHINE 
A fast drying high gloss polymer liquid for enhancing the beauty of tires and the rubber related 
parts. Apply as a spray and allow to dry. May be wiped on to improve uniformity. 

23 

200909-210000 
TIRE DRESSING ( Clear cherry )-TIRESHINE 
A fast drying high gloss polymer liquid for enhancing the beauty of tires and the rubber related 
parts. Apply as a spray and allow to dry. May be wiped on to improve uniformity. 

210 

200974-016000 
VINYL DRESSING (cherry ) -VINYLSHINE 
A fast and tack free vinyl dressing for interior application. Apply as a spray and air dry or wipe 
dry. 

4x4 



200974-020000 
VINYL DRESSING (cherry ) -VINYLSHINE 
A fast and tack free vinyl dressing for interior application. Apply as a spray and air dry or wipe 
dry. 

23 

200974-210000 
VINYL DRESSING (cherry ) -VINYLSHINE 
A fast and tack free vinyl dressing for interior application. Apply as a spray and air dry or wipe 
dry. 

210 

200495-016000 

WATERLESS HAND CLEANER W.GRIT -MR.TIDOL 
General purpose waterless hand cleaner for oil, grease, paint and other hard to remove grime 
and dirt. Contains emollients and moisturizers. Apply a small amount on to the palm and work till 
dirt completely emulsified. Wash with warm water and wipe dry. 

4x4 

200495-023000 

WATERLESS HAND CLEANER W.GRIT -MR.TIDOL 
General purpose waterless hand cleaner for oil, grease, paint and other hard to remove grime 
and dirt. Contains emollients and moisturizers. Apply a small amount on to the palm and work till 
dirt completely emulsified. Wash with warm water and wipe dry. 

23 

200495-210000 

WATERLESS HAND CLEANER W.GRIT -MR.TIDOL 
General purpose waterless hand cleaner for oil, grease, paint and other hard to remove grime 
and dirt. Contains emollients and moisturizers. Apply a small amount on to the palm and work till 
dirt completely emulsified. Wash with warm water and wipe dry. 

210 

200496-016000 

WATERLESS HAND CLEANER N.GRIT -MR.TIDOL 
General purpose waterless hand cleaner made from refined mineral oil and orange peel extract. 
Contains emollients and moisturizers. Apply a small amount on to the palm and work till dirt 
completely emulsified. Wash with warm water and wipe dry. 

4x4 

200496-023000 

WATERLESS HAND CLEANER N.GRIT -MR.TIDOL 
General purpose waterless hand cleaner made from refined mineral oil and orange peel extract. 
Contains emollients and moisturizers. Apply a small amount on to the palm and work till dirt 
completely emulsified. Wash with warm water and wipe dry. 

23 

200496-210000 

WATERLESS HAND CLEANER N.GRIT -MR.TIDOL 
General purpose waterless hand cleaner made from refined mineral oil and orange peel extract. 
Contains emollients and moisturizers. Apply a small amount on to the palm and work till dirt 
completely emulsified. Wash with warm water and wipe dry. 

210 

200121-016000 
WHEEL BRITE 
A no scrub detergent for cleaning aluminum, chrome, wire wheel, etc. Just spray and rinse, 
works instantly and cleans difficult to reach areas. 

4x4 

200121-023000 
WHEEL BRITE 
A no scrub detergent for cleaning aluminum, chrome, wire wheel, etc. Just spray and rinse, 
works instantly and cleans difficult to reach areas. 

23 

200121-210000 
WHEEL BRITE 
A no scrub detergent for cleaning aluminum, chrome, wire wheel, etc. Just spray and rinse, 
works instantly and cleans difficult to reach areas. 

210 

200120-016000 

WHITE WALL CLEANER - WHITE WALL 
A very good self cleaning detergent for white walls and black walls. Mix 1 part of product with 5 
to 10 parts of water and apply through the white wall cleaner nozzle. The tire cleaner brush will 
assist in cleaning. As an alternative it may be used as it 

4x4 

200120-023000 WHITE WALL CLEANER - WHITE WALL 
A very good self cleaning detergent for white walls and black walls. Mix 1 part of product with 5 23 



to 10 parts of water and apply through the white wall cleaner nozzle. The tire cleaner brush will 
assist in cleaning. As an alternative it may be used as it 

200120-210000 

WHITE WALL CLEANER - WHITE WALL 
A very good self cleaning detergent for white walls and black walls. Mix 1 part of product with 5 
to 10 parts of water and apply through the white wall cleaner nozzle. The tire cleaner brush will 
assist in cleaning. As an alternative it may be used as it 

210 

200268-020000 

ATM 9999 
This is fairly viscous naphthenic oil fortified with rust preventatives. Usually applied to door 
panels and underbody. Dries to a tacky film, leaves a colourless film of oil which will help reduce 
corrosion due to salt and water. May have to be repeated a 

23 

200268-210000 

ATM 9999 
This is fairly viscous naphthenic oil fortified with rust preventatives. Usually applied to door 
panels and underbody. Dries to a tacky film, leaves a colourless film of oil which will help reduce 
corrosion due to salt and water. May have to be repeated a 

210 

200725-020000 
BLACK RUST COATING-ATM8888 
This is a viscous black rust coating for underbody application, dries to a fairly hard film. Made 
from chemicals that have been proven to resist severe atmospheric corrosion. 

23 

200725-210000 
BLACK RUST COATING-ATM8888 
This is a viscous black rust coating for underbody application, dries to a fairly hard film. Made 
from chemicals that have been proven to resist severe atmospheric corrosion. 

210 

200267-020000 
AMBER RUST COATING - ATM7777 
This is a viscous amber coloured rust coating for door panels and engine compartments, dries to 
a fairly hard film. Made from chemicals that have been proven to resist atmospheric corrosion. 

23 

200267-210000 
AMBER RUST COATING - ATM7777 
This is a viscous amber coloured rust coating for door panels and engine compartments, dries to 
a fairly hard film. Made from chemicals that have been proven to resist atmospheric corrosion. 

210 

200713-020000 

INVISIBLE RUST COATING CPD - ATM6666 
The top of the line product is excellent rust protection combined with clean application and 
appearance. This film is invisible and provides protection against high humidity and salt fog. 
Recommended for door panels, engine compartments and underbody. The 

23 

200713-210000 

INVISIBLE RUST COATING CPD - ATM6666 
The top of the line product is excellent rust protection combined with clean application and 
appearance. This film is invisible and provides protection against high humidity and salt fog. 
Recommended for door panels, engine compartments and underbody. The 

210 

   
 


